Faculty of Law of Masaryk University would like to invite you to an international workshop

**Beneficiaries of trust-like and foundation structures**

**Wednesday 26.4.2023 2–6 PM**
**Faculty of Law, Veverí 70, Room 109**

**Speakers and topics:**

**Block of lectures (2–4 PM)**
Chair: Bohumil Havel

Kateřina Ronovská, Vlastimil Pihera (Czech Republic):
Status of beneficiaries of trusts and foundations in the Czech Republic

Bernhard Lorenz (Liechtenstein, Switzerland):
Status of beneficiaries of trusts and foundations in Liechtenstein

Martin Schauer (Czech Republic, Austria):
The status of beneficiaries of foundations in the context of inheritance law

**Panel discussion (4.30–6 PM) – hosted by Kateřina Ronovská**

Panelists:
Bernhard Lorenz (Liechtenstein), Martin Schauer (Austria), Vlastimil Pihera (Czech),
Mirek Gruna (Jersey), Johanna Niegel (Liechtenstein), Eva Dobrovolná (Czech)

**Raut (18.00)**

The event is intended for all those interested in the issue of asset management through trust and foundation structures and their cross-border operation.

Organized by Kateřina Ronovská and Adam Holubář, Department of Civil Law, Faculty of Law of MU
Lectures will be held in English without interpretation!
There is no conference fee for the event, as it takes place within the framework of the Ph.D. study programme Comparative Corporate, Foundation and Trust Law.
Room capacity is limited. Program subject to change. Online streaming available.

Please confirm your attendance no later than 20. 4. 2023 by email filip.vlcek@mail.muni.cz